Current Yan Lab Members:

Dr. Ping Zhong
Senior Research Scientist
pzhong@buffalo.edu

Dr. Zijun Wang
Postdoctoral Fellow
zijunwan@buffalo.edu

Dr. Luye Qin
Research Assistant Prof.
luyeqin@buffalo.edu

Dr. Max Rapanelli
Research Assistant Prof.
maximila@buffalo.edu

Kaijie Ma
Research Scientist
kaijiema@buffalo.edu

Dr. Qing Cao
Postdoctoral Fellow
qingcao@buffalo.edu

Dr. Tao Tan
Postdoctoral Fellow
taotan@buffalo.edu

Wei Wang
Research Scientist
wwang47@buffalo.edu

Benjamin Rein
Graduate Student
brein@buffalo.edu
**Former Graduate Students:**

Jia Cheng (Ph.D., 2014, *Postdoc Position: The Rockefeller University*)

Lara Duffney (Ph.D., 2014, *Postdoc Position: Duke University, School of Medicine*)

Yulei Deng (Ph.D., 2013, *Postgraduate Position: Ruijing Hospital, Shanghai, China*)

Janine Lee (MD/PhD, 2012, *Residency Position: Washington University at St. Louis*)

Jing Wei (Ph.D., 2011, *Postdoc Position: State University of New York at Buffalo, School of Medicine*)

Madhuchhanda Mandal (Ph.D., 2010, *Postdoc Position: Johns Hopkins University, School of Medicine*)

Nicholas Graziane (Ph.D., 2009, *Postdoc Position: Brown University, School of Medicine*)

Eunice Y. Yuen (Ph.D., 2006, *Residency Position: Yale University, School of Medicine*)

Paul Chen (MD/PhD, 2006)


Aiyi Liu (M.S., 2017)

Lin Lin (M.S., 2017)

**Former Postdoctoral Associates:**

Dr. Jing Wei (*Research Assistant Professor*)

Dr. Emmanuel Matas

Dr. Yan Zheng (*Visiting Scholar*)

Dr. Zhe Xiong

Dr. Xiangning Li

Dr. Wenhua Liu

Dr. Eunice Y. Yuen (*Research Assistant Professor*)

Dr. Haitao Wang

Dr. Zhenglin Gu

Dr. Guojun Chen

Dr. Huibing Tan

Dr. Xun Wang

Dr. Xiang Cai

Dr. Xiao-Hong Ma